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Amazon’s European chokehold

Amazon has taken over Europe. After a 20-year-long expansion, 
supercharged during Covid-19, the US giant is now by far the 
dominant e-commerce company in Germany, the UK, France, 
Italy and Spain. In these countries, Amazon is the main port 
of call for online shoppers. That has made the company nearly 
unavoidable for independent sellers that wish to sell their 
products online. This gives Amazon immense power to set 
abusive terms and extract ever-increasing fees from sellers.

In spite of Amazon’s reach in Europe, its business model is not always well understood. 

Starting as an online book retailer, it first expanded the types of products it resold, 

then opened up its website to independent businesses to sell their products. The next 

step was to provide these sellers with extra services, including logistics and advertis-

ing. At the same time, Amazon started making and selling its own products. 

In this process, Amazon accumulated different – and conflicting – roles: Amazon as 

the marketplace intermediary, setting the rules for the market and monitoring all ac-

tivity within it; as seller, in competition with the independent sellers on the platform; 

and as service provider to those sellers. 

As Amazon accumulated data and insights from products searched for and sold through 

its platform, and gained financial scale,1 it built interlocking business lines that rein-

force each other. Founder Jeff Bezos spoke of a “flywheel” with various nodes: boost 

any node, and you boost them all. The more sellers are on Amazon, the more products 

it has to draw buyers, the more buyers and sellers flock to it. 

The strategy has scaled in Europe as Amazon has become the biggest online retailer. 

In the European Union (EU) alone, there are now 800,000 sellers active in Amazon’s 

marketplaces.2 

Amazon has been eager to portray itself as a supporter of European small and medium 

enterprises (SMEs). A top Amazon official in Europe recently claimed that SMEs and 

Amazon are “stronger together”.3 But a growing number of competition investigations 

probing Amazon’s potential abuses of its power towards sellers tell a different story. As 

a British seller told SOMO: “Amazon is no friend of the small business.” 

Executive 
Summary
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Sellers are locked into the platform. This, in turn, has allowed Amazon to get away with 

extracting monopoly rent from them, pushing them into acquiring extra services, and 

continuously increasing the fees it charges them.

By tracing Amazon’s complex structure in Europe, studying service prices over the 

years, and analysing the findings from competition investigations, SOMO can now 

show that:

 Amazon’s income from sellers’ fees has tripled in the past five 
years

In 2022, Amazon raked in € 23.5 billion in service fees from independent sellers in Eu-

rope. This was more than triple the € 7.6 billion it obtained in 2017. These fees include 

charges for listing, delivering, and getting support from Amazon. 

Amazon argues that this increase is due to higher sales volume from sellers. The com-

pany refuses to provide concrete data but has claimed that, in the two years ending in 

2021, the number of products sold by independent sellers increased by 65 per cent. Yet 

that is significantly lower than the increase in revenue Amazon collected from sellers’ 

listings and logistics – 85 per cent. 

Sales increases do not explain the full increase in revenue. That is before we even con-

sider advertising revenue. 

 Amazon’s advertising revenue in Europe has exploded since 2017 

In the past years, Amazon’ has increasingly monetised its display results and rec-

ommendation features. This saw a move away from organic results, which would be 

ranked according to quality, relevance, and price, towards paid-for sponsored content. 

Advertising on Amazon doesn’t have a fixed price: it is set by an auction for keywords. 

The more sellers and other business clients bid for a specific keyword, the more ex-

pensive it gets.

This way Amazon added an estimated € 2.75 billion in advertising revenue from in-

dependent sellers in 2021. Since 2017, Amazon’s overall European advertising revenue 

has grown nearly 17-fold.

 Amazon’s cut of sellers’ income is increasing

Services like delivery and advertising are theoretically optional. Yet Amazon has used 

its power to make them nearly indispensable by linking them with achieving visibility 

and sales.

In this period, Amazon has either kept fees high (for example, for listing) or increased 

them (such as for delivery and storage). Analysis of delivery and storage prices from 

2017 to 2023 in Germany, the UK, France, Italy, and Spain shows that Amazon has been 

continuously increasing the prices of these services.4

Amazon sellers seem to be increasingly shouldering Amazon’s costs, including the 

costs of the expansion of its network of fulfilment centres and also the digital services 

taxes in France and the UK, taxes meant to respond to the extremely low tax contribu-

tions of high-revenue digital multinationals like Amazon.
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Increasing delivery and storage services fees (“Fulfilment by Amazon” or FBA) and 

rising advertising costs have meant that the cut Amazon takes of sellers’ sales has 

increased too. According to research by Marketplace Pulse, Amazon keeps on average 

50 per cent of sellers’ revenue. Amazon’s cut of sellers’ revenue has increased by 10 

per cent in five years, due to rising FBA charges and making advertising spending on 

Amazon “unavoidable”.5 

Amazon’s fees are squeezing sellers, who, after listing, delivery, and advertising costs 

are taken out, have very narrow margins to pay for the goods they sell, their employ-

ees, and any other overhead costs. Something inevitably needs to give: either sellers go 

out of business due to diminishing margins or they increase prices, potentially con-

tributing to inflationary trends across the market. 

 Charges extracted from sellers grow faster than Amazon’s own 
sales

Amazon’s squeezing of sellers is a crucial pillar of its European business, as revenue 

from independent sellers’ fees is growing faster than its core business, its European 

retail arm. 

Altogether, in 2021, Amazon’s revenue from sellers in Europe amounted to € 24.95 

billion. The European business is so large that, should Amazon spin off its European 

marketplace into a separate company, the new firm would immediately become Eu-

rope’s third largest tech company by revenue. 

 Amazon sellers are locked in and vulnerable to abuses

Competition investigations in Italy and across the EU have exposed how the company 

has used its power over sellers to push them into buying logistics services in order to be 

visible to buyers, and using confidential seller data to compete against them6. A similar 

investigation is underway in the UK7. 

In Germany, the competition authority is investigating whether Amazon is influencing 

sellers’ pricing with its policies and automated tools8. Amazon’s Fair Pricing Policy 

seems to be in particular contention as Amazon monitors product prices on and off the 

website and will then demote or even block a product if it finds lower prices elsewhere. 

While Amazon argues that this is meant to protect shoppers, it could instead just be 

protecting Amazon’s “price perception”,9 isolating itself from price competition while 

invisibly increasing prices across the economy. 

 Amazon’s monopoly power is a structural problem that needs a 
structural solution

Sellers who spoke with SOMO say they have to be on the platform, no matter how Am-

azon treats them. That is power. 

So far, competition probes in Europe have looked at each behaviour in isolation and 

have either imposed fines or ordered the company to stop a specific practice. None have 

addressed the company structurally, to tackle the conflicts of interest that lie at the 

root of its power and wealth. 

It is time that competition authorities and policymakers adopt a structural response 

and, once and for all, break up Amazon’s monopoly power. 



Glossary 

Amazon Retail The part of the business where Amazon is the seller of record. This includes 
products Amazon buys wholesale from manufacturers and, increasingly, Amazon’s own 
products (e.g. Echo, Kindle, and Ring) and brands (e.g. Amazon Basics).

Buy Box You can see the Buy Box on the right side of the product page, highlighting one 
selected offer. Customers can buy it with just one click via the “Buy Now” or “Add to Basket” 
buttons. The Buy Box is awarded to sellers by non-transparent automated processes. 

Dominant market position A company can hold a dominant market position with excessive 
control and power over users and competitors. At EU level, this is considered to happen if the 
company controls more than 40 per cent of the specific market over a period of time. Other 
factors are also considered.10 ’Big Tech firms often hold market shares above 80 per cent, 
making pressure from competitors marginal, and one can speak here of super-dominance.

Fulfilment by Amazon (FBA) Logistics services provided by Amazon including storage, 
packaging, delivery, and handling returns. 

Monopoly Traditionally a monopoly is understood to be a market dominated by one sole 
company. It is uncommon to find perfect monopolies in real life. However, a company’s 
lasting dominance of a specific sector and its control over it might be so large that it can be 
described as holding monopoly power. In this report we refer to monopoly power to mean 
excessive and durable market power.

Monopoly rent Earnings gained by a firm that holds such market power that it is able to 
raise prices or control access conditions without fear or risk of competition. 

Platform A service that intermediates between two or more sets of users, such as buyers and 
sellers, in dual or multi-sided markets. Increasingly this is the business model of Big Tech 
firms which act as the platform owner, setting the rules for the relationship and extracting 
rents – whether financial or data – from users. Amazon, for instance, sits between online 
shoppers and third-party sellers. This position lets it charge fees to sellers and collect data 
from all activities in its marketplace. 

Prime Amazon’s subscription programme that gives consumers free fast delivery, access to 
special discounts (e.g. on Prime Day), and Amazon’s digital media content. 

Referral The basic fixed fee sellers have to pay to list their product on Amazon, set as a 
percentage of the total value of the product. 

Third-party sellers Independent businesses selling directly on Amazon. To list their products, 
sellers must pay Amazon a fixed fee per item sold, and they can acquire a variety of other 
services from Amazon including seller support, logistics (FBA), and advertising. 

Vendors Brands and producers that supply Amazon with wholesale goods for Amazon’s 
retail arm.

6
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Amazon’s choke-
hold over online 
shopping in the 
EU and UK

“I go straight to Amazon,” says Maria,11 when talking about 
online shopping. She is a Spanish Amazon Prime member who 
shops on Amazon monthly, sometimes several times a week. Her 
recent purchase history shows candles, a microwave, shoes for 
her boyfriend, and a laptop for her mother. 

Maria is ’far from being the only person to make Amazon the first – and often the 

only – stop for online shopping in Europe. The Covid-19 pandemic turbo-boosted Am-

azon’s European sales, as consumers’ online shopping skyrocketed. In spite of a slight 

slowdown in 2022 as the lockdowns eased, Amazon’s retail sales were still 58 per cent 

higher than pre-pandemic.12 

In this period Amazon opened marketplaces and distribution centres in the Nether-

lands and Sweden (in 2020) and Poland (2021). Amazon Belgium launched in October 

2022, with a distribution centre station in Antwerp. These four join the more well-es-

tablished marketplaces of Germany and the UK (both launched in 1998) plus France 

(2000), Italy (2010), Spain (2011), and Turkey (2018). With the harmonised single mar-

ket, the eight EU marketplaces allow Amazon to reach clients across all 27 EU countries. 

Amazon is the most visited online retailer in most of the European countries where it 

has a marketplace. Altogether, the 10 European Amazon websites are estimated to re-

ceive around 1.4 billion visits per month.13 Visitors turn into shoppers; more than 2,700 

products were sold per minute on Amazon’s European marketplaces in 2020.14

In Germany, 80 to 90 per cent of online shoppers use Amazon,15 and more than half of 

all online sales go through it.16 In France, again, 80 to 90 per cent of online shoppers 

use Amazon, while in Spain the figure is 70 to 80 per cent.17 Shoppers’ spending vastly 

increases once they subscribe to Amazon’s Prime loyalty programme, which has grown 

continuously with up to 20 million users in Germany,18 an estimated 21 million in the 

UK.19 and up to 10 million each in France and in Spain.20, 21
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As the company has grown in popularity with users, it has become unavoidable for 

businesses seeking online shoppers. Amazon does not disclose how many business 

customers it has. However, according to the Executive Vice-President of the European 

Commission, Margarethe Vestager, there are now 800,000 sellers active in Amazon’s 

Europe marketplaces.22 

When it comes to providing marketplace services for sellers, the European Commis-

sion has found that Amazon has held up to 70 per cent of the online retail market in 

Germany, France, and Spain since 2019.23 The Italian competition authority found that 

Amazon enjoyed a “super-dominant position” in this market.24 

In many European countries, Amazon is now the only viable 
route for small businesses seeking to sell their products 
online. As the owner of a small UK business summed it up: 
“You have to be on Amazon; some people will only go to 
Amazon.”

Amazon’s market share in intermediation services in Germany, the UK, France, 

Spain, and Italy enables the e-commerce giant to set the rules of the game for sellers, 

including sellers with which it competes, and extract money and data from them. In 

other words, Amazon holds monopoly power. 

Amazon rejects these findings as it believes that it is in competition with the full retail 

sector, not only e-commerce players. An Amazon spokesperson told us: “We strongly 

disagree with this characterisation, and these statistics fundamentally misrepresent 

how the retail industry works. The retail market that Amazon operates in is very large 

and extraordinarily competitive. Customers shop online, through click and collect, and 

in-store as well. Retail is multi-channel. It’s not about online versus offline – custom-

ers shop in many different ways. If we don’t provide a great experience, customers will 

simply buy their products from the shop down the road.”

Though, of course, sellers are a subset of Amazon’s clients and, for them, placing their 

products on the shop down the road is not a direct substitute for selling on an online 

marketplace. 

Not just a shop: an economy-wide behemoth
From its early European expansion more than two decades ago, Amazon morphed from 

an online reseller of books and other products, which it would buy wholesale from 

manufacturers, into an e-commerce platform where independent sellers pay Amazon 

a service fee to sell their own products. 

This move, and the addition of more services such as advertising and logistics, changed 

the essence of Amazon from an online shop to a platform, more akin to a shopping 

centre. This change enables Amazon to impose rents on business users to access con-

sumers. In 2009, it also began producing and selling its own goods on its platform.25 

Over the years, Amazon has accumulated different roles: as seller, in competition with 

independent sellers; as marketplace intermediary, setting the rules for the market; and 

as service provider, selling advertising, delivery, and many other support systems for 

the businesses using the Amazon platform. 
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In 2021, research from the Institute for Local Self-Reliance showed that in the USA 

small businesses are stuck on the platform, a position Amazon has taken advantage of 

by imposing ever-growing fees and acting like a tollbooth operator.26 

By mapping Amazon’s revenue from sellers in Europe, analysing seller service prices, 

and reviewing evidence from competition investigations, SOMO has found similar dy-

namics at play in Europe. 

Amazon’s rent from independent sellers tripled 
from 2017 to 2022
In 2022, Amazon raked in € 23.5 billion in listing, logistics, and other service charges 

from sellers in Europe.27 This revenue has steadily increased, year upon year, with a 

remarkable jump in 2020, a likely result of the Covid-19 pandemic. In just five years, 

Amazon’s take in seller service fees more than tripled from € 7.6 billion in 2017 (Table 

1). 

Table 1. 
Amazon’s income from sellers’ fees (except advertising), 2017–
2022 (€ billion)

Fees and more fees
To sell on Amazon’s marketplace, independent sellers pay a listing fee per product. The 

fee varies according to the category of the product but mostly ranges from 8 to 18 per 

cent of the total product sales price. This includes VAT and any possible shipping costs.

Listing fees have been mostly unchanged for many years. In theory, Amazon’s costs 

ought to be falling as it gains economies of scale and scope; its listing fees should fall 

too. The fact that these remain so high suggest that Amazon doesn’t feel competitive 

pressure to reduce them.28 

Over the years, Amazon has also started providing additional services to sellers. These 

include the programme Fulfilment by Amazon (FBA), an à la carte programme where 

sellers can pay Amazon to take care of storing, packing, and delivering orders. With 

FBA, fees add up: sellers pay for returned products, for unplanned services, and for 

long-term storage. Prices depend on the season and type of product.29 Sellers can also 

pay for premium services that include a marketplace consultant30 to provide support.31 

Sellers’ fees are now one of Amazon’s largest revenue sources in Europe and keep 

growing at a fast pace (Table 2). 

Sellers’ fees 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Net turnover 7.6 10.2 12.0 17.7 22.2 23.5
Year-on-year growth  – 34% 18% 48% 25% 6%
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Table 2. 
Amazon’s European income sources, 2017–2022 (€ billion)

In fact, revenue Amazon generated from sellers kept growing even as Amazon’s own 

European retail arm (Amazon EU S.à r.l.) saw a small reduction in 2022 (Figure 1). Rent 

from independent sellers is now the second most important source of revenue for Am-

azon in Europe. 

Only Amazon’ Web Services EMEA SARL, through which the company provides access 

to a commercial cloud, is growing at a faster pace, up 46 per cent in 2022 from the year 

prior. See Box 1.

Figure 1. 
Amazon’s year-on-year growth, 2018–2022 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Retail sales

Fees from sellers

12%

17%
15%

36%
34%

25%

6%

-1%

18%

48%

Total revenue in billions

Retail sales - Amazon EU 
S.à.r.l.

Year on Year Growth

Fees from sellers - 
Amazon Services Europe 
S.à r.l.

Year on Year Growth

Cloud - Amazon Web 
Services EMEA SARL

Year on Year Growth

Digital content (e.g. 
Kindle, PrimeVideo) 
- Amazon Media S.à r.l.

Year on Year Growth

2017

24.9

7.6

0.3

0.8

2018

27.9

12%

10.2

34%

1.9

533%

0.8

0%

2019

32.2

15%

12

18%

4.8

153%

0.9

13%

2020

43.8

36%

17.7

48%

6.1

27%

0.7

-22%

2021

51.3

17%

22.2

25%

8.3

36%

0.9

29%

2022

50.9

-1%

23.5

6%

12.1

46%

0.9

0%
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Box 1. 

Tracing Amazon’s corporate structure in Europe 

To trace Amazon’s revenue, we identified the Amazon entities in Europe that report 
income from sellers within the company’s complex corporate structure.32

Luxembourg – a major European corporate tax haven33 – is the organisational hub 
and financial centre for Amazon’s European businesses.34 Sellers’ listing and delivery 
fees are managed via Amazon Services Europe S.à r.l., a subsidiary headquartered 
in Luxembourg.35 

Amazon’s own retail services in Europe are operated and processed by another 
Luxembourg-based subsidiary, Amazon EU S.à r.l.36 

Both Amazon Services Europe S.à r.l. and Amazon EU S.à r.l. are owned entirely by 
another Luxembourg-based company, Amazon Europe Core S.à r.l .37 ’

 The latter holds the company’s “automated tools, databases and data infrastructures 
underlying the operation of Amazon’s European business operations”.38

By contrast, advertising services, including those provided to marketplace sellers 
in Europe, are not booked in Luxembourg but at national-level subsidiaries that 
handle them according to where the advertising is delivered. In the European 
marketplace, there are nine companies handling advertising income only.39 ’The 
legal entities processing these payments are listed in the advertising agreement 
with the company,40 and their annual accounts describe their sector of operations 
as advertising. All nine companies are fully owned by Amazon Europe Core S.à r.l..

Amazon Europe Core S.à r.l. is directly owned by the US-based Amazon.Com Sales 
Inc., which in turn is owned by Amazon.Com Inc. 

For Amazon’s corporate structure, see Figure 2. 

Advertising, a less visible charge
There is another charge that has become crucial for sellers on Amazon that is not 

booked in a Luxembourg subsidiary: advertising. 

By tracking the Amazon subsidiaries that book their advertising services across Europe, 

SOMO can show that Amazon’s European advertising revenue exploded over the five 

years to 2021, reaching € 5.4 billion and up from just € 0.3 billion in 2017 (Table 3).41 

Amazon offers an ever-growing number of advertising services: sponsored products 

and sponsored brands that get first spot on search results; sponsored displays and vir-

tual storefronts; support for ad optimisation; and an advertisers’ platform that places 

ads inside and outside Amazon.42 The company does not report advertising income 

from sellers separately from its other clients, such as big brands whose products are 

sold on Amazon by others. 

In 2021, the Institute for Local Self-Reliance estimated that more than half of all US 

Amazon advertising income comes from sellers trying to drive traffic to their listings.43 
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Amazon Online 
UK

Amazon Online 
Spain

Amazon Web 
Services EMEA 
cloud services

Amazon Online 
France

Amazon Online 
Sweden

Amazon EU S.á.r.l.
own retail

Amazon Online 
Poland

Amazon Media EU 
Digital content (e.g. 
Kindle, PrimeVideo)

Amazon Turkey Perakende 
Hizmetleri Ltd St

Amazon Online 
Germany

Amazon Service 
Europe S.á.r.l. 

sellers’ fees

Amazon Europe 
Core S.à r.l.

Amazon.Com 
Sales Inc

Amazon.com, Inc.

Amazon Online 
Italy

Amazon Online 
Netherlands

Figure 2.
Amazon’s corporate structure

A rough analysis of search results on Amazon.de, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.fr, Amazon.es, 

and Amazon.it indicates that independent sellers account for more than half of all spon-

sored results, which suggests that we can expect sellers in Europe will also account for at 

least half of Amazon’s advertising revenue. 

Table 3. 
Amazon’s advertising revenue, 2017–2021 (€ billion)

Amazon advertising revenue (€ bn)

Amazon Online Germany 

Amazon Online UK1 

Amazon Online France

Amazon Online Italy

Amazon Online Spain

Amazon Online Netherlands

Amazon Online Sweden2 

Total

2017

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3

2018

0.3

0.3

0.1

0.1

 

0.1

 

0.8

2020

1.3

1.2

0.3

0.3

0.0

0.3

 

3.4

2018

0.9

0.7

0.2

0.2

 

0.2

 

2.2

2021

2.1

1.9

0.5

0.4

0.0

0.5

0.0

5.4

1. Results Amazon Online UK are reported in pounds. To convert them into euros SOMO used the average foreign exchange rate for the
year sourced from Exchangesrates.org.uk and confirmed with European Central Bank data.
2. Results for Amazon Online Sweden are reported in Swedish Kroner. To convert them into euros SOMO used the average foreign 
exchange rate for the year sourced from Exchangesrates.org.uk and confirmed with European Central Bank data.
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Given that Amazon’s advertising income in Europe amounted to € 5.4 billion in 2021, 

we estimate at least over half (51 per cent), or € 2.75 billion, originated from sellers. 

This brings the total income Amazon obtained from sellers in 2021 up to € 24.95 bil-

lion. 

To put these numbers into perspective, were Amazon to spin off its European market-

place into a separate company, it would immediately become Europe’s third largest 

tech company by revenue (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. 
Europe’s largest tech companies by revenue (€ billion)

 Eikon, Sector analysis – European companies in the technology sector – excepting telecommunication firms, 
Retrieved on 28/02/2023

Amazon’s revenue from sellers’ increase due to 
higher sales but also higher fees
Responding to our finding of Amazon’s increasing revenue from sellers fees an Ama-

zon spokesperson said: “Revenue has increased, because our European selling partners 

have grown their businesses through Amazon. Sellers account for approximately 60 

per cent of units sold in our store, and we’ve long celebrated that their sales are grow-

ing faster than Amazon’s own sales. Simply put, Amazon only succeeds when sellers 

succeed.” 

Amazon has refused to disclose data on sellers’ sales values in European marketplaces. 

Instead, the company has pointed out that in 2021 European sellers “sold more than 

2.2 billion products worldwide in 2021, which represents a 65 per cent year-on-year 

increase in sales volume”.

This percentage figure, which has been quoted in Amazon promotional reports, seems 

to be incorrect. Amazon’s 2022 European Small and Medium Enterprises Impact Report 

stated that European SMEs sold 2.2 billion products in 2021, up from 1.8 billion in 

2020,44 a 22 per cent increase rather than 65 per cent. Following clarification requests 

Accenture PLC           61.25

SAP SE          30.87

Amazon Marketplace EUROPE          24.95

Nokia Oyj          24.91

Capgemini SE          22

ASML Holding NV        21.17

Infineon Technologies AG       14.22

NXP Semiconductors NV      12.34

Spotify Technology SA      11.73

Seagate Technology Holdings PLC     11.18

Atos SE 10.84

Zalando SE 10.35
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from SOMO, Amazon corrected the public report45 and that the 65 per cent increase 

actually refers to a two-year period. 

Amazon doesn’t provide a full definition of which sellers are included in this statement, 

although it is clear that it does not include the whole universe of sellers in Europe. 

While keeping in mind the problems with the data that Amazon quotes, it is still note-

worthy that, in the two years when Amazon says sales volume of independent sellers 

increased by 65 per cent, the revenue Amazon received from sellers’ listings and lo-

gistics increased by 85 per cent. That is before we even consider advertising revenue. 

The sales increase doesn’t seem to tell the full story behind the increase in Amazon’s 

revenue from sellers’ fees. 

E-commerce analyst at Marketplace Pulse, Juozas Kaziukenas, has followed Amazon’s 

marketplace for years, and according to his analysis there are two reasons behind the 

increase. On the one hand, as Amazon has grown, more and more products have been 

sold through Amazon. On the other hand, the fees Amazon charges to sellers have 

themselves increased, specifically fulfilment (FBA) fees. 

Amazon’s rising prices for sellers
Kaziukenas surveyed a sample of sellers’ profit and loss statements and found that 

Amazon on average takes a 50 per cent cut of sellers’ revenue.46 The analysis indicates 

that Amazon’s cut of sellers’ revenue has increased by 10 per cent in five years due to 

rising FBA costs and making advertising spending on Amazon “unavoidable”.47 

Kaziukenas’s research focused on US sellers, and further research is needed to estab-

lish the facts in Europe. Amazon’s services are, however, getting more expensive. Ana-

lysing delivery and storage prices from 2017 to 2023 in Germany, the UK, France, Italy, 

and Spain shows that Amazon has been continuously increasing the price of these ser-

vices.48 The increases have varied, but in some categories they have more than doubled 

(Figure 4). 

Figure4. 
Amazon’s rising prices, 2017–2023 

+98%

+60%

+50%

+115%

+98%

+49%

UK

DE/PL/CZ

DE only

FR

IT

ES

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

FBA prices for a standard parcel delivery ≤11kg
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In 2022 there were large across-the-board increases 

in FBA prices as Amazon announced it would increase 

its prices to respond to the higher energy costs and 

inflation. However, the price rises predate Covid-19 

and the subsequent crises. In 2018, for instance, stor-

age fees across Europe were raised by 30 per cent. 

In 2020 and 2021 Amazon increased sellers’ prices 

in the UK and France respectively to cover the digital 

services tax each country adopted.49 These taxes were 

meant to drive up the contributions from Big Tech’s 

immense revenues from online advertising and plat-

form intermediation. Yet Amazon has entirely passed 

them on to sellers.50 

SOMO asked Amazon why the listing fees have not 

been lowered as the company has expanded and be-

come more efficient, and why logistics services have 

kept increasing for the past five years. An Amazon 

spokesperson replied: 

“Since the start of the pandemic we’ve more than 

doubled fulfilment capacity to ensure sellers can store 

and ship their products to customers. We have also 

invested billions in new tools and services for sellers 

to help them succeed. Some of our latest features for sellers include launching a new 

analytics dashboard, enabling click & collect, and new tools to help sellers grow their 

business.” 

However, Amazon’s rising fees can put a real squeeze on sellers. After the listing, de-

livery, and advertising costs are taken out, sellers have very narrow margins to pay for 

the goods, their employees, and any other overhead costs. 

Diederik, for instance,51 sold imported cotton clothing on Amazon for seven years until 

the shrinking profitability forced him to sell his business in 2020. Now he provides 

consultancy services to other sellers. He said to SOMO: “What I tell people is that, to 

start on Amazon today, number one you need a very profitable product, you need a big 

margin, and the product has to be very unique. Or you have to be very big. You need a 

lot of capital. If you don’t have that, don’t start.”

Fulfilment by Amazon – the implicit fee
Neither FBA nor advertising costs are mandatory for sellers. Amazon offers them as 

add-ons, services to help sellers. However, over the years Amazon has created incen-

tives to pressure sellers to buy them. 

FBA carries the benefit of getting sellers’ products into the Prime programme,52 being 

selected for the Buy Box (featured offers), or being allowed to participate in special 

days like Prime Day – essentially being actively promoted and prioritised on the plat-

form. An internal presentation used to train Amazon sales staff, unearthed in an inves-
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tigation by the Italian competition authority, shows that Amazon was pitching FBA as 

a way to become more competitive and gain visibility (Figure 5).53 This was also seen in 

presentations and emails to independents sellers.

Access to Prime can be crucial. Prime members are “more loyal clients, who buy more 

and more often”.54 They also mostly buy only products labelled as Prime, which make 

up 70 to 90 per cent of all sales to Prime members.55 Being labelled as part of the Prime 

programmes is therefore a prerequisite for being visible to the most loyal customers 

of Amazon. 

Not only that. Sellers were also told that paying for FBA would increase their ’chances 

of being selected for the Buy Box. Winning the Buy Box means a seller is shown as the 

default offer for a specific product. This is crucial on Amazon as multiple vendors offer 

the same product (Figure 6). 

Figure 5.
Amazon’s FBA pitch as revealed by the Italian competition 
authority

The European Commission calculates that between 2017 and 2019, the Buy Box ac-

counted for 70 cent to 90 per cent of all sales on the German and French Amazon web-

sites. Amazon communicated this to sellers in promotional materials that highlighted 

that “90%+ of sales [are] com[ing] from the Buy Box”.56 Products that were not se-

lected for the Buy Box had minimal visibility and sales. This can mean life or death for 

businesses dependent on Amazon.

Yet the awarding of the Buy Box is shrouded in secrecy. In its preliminary statement, 

the Commission found that, where there are competing offers between a seller that 

arranges its own delivery and one that pays Amazon to do it, the one that pays Amazon 

will be selected as the best option around 90 per cent of the time – even if the offers 

have the same price, seller rating, and delivery speed.57 

The competition investigations by the European Commission and the Italian competi-

tion authority found that Buy Box selection was not the result of products being better 

More competitive and more 
visible offers:

 Access to Amazon Prime 
customer

 Fast-track and Prime logo
 Buy Box

Source: Amazon (doc. Isp30, slide 22)
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or cheaper but rather because Amazon used its market power to tilt the scales in certain 

products’ favour by automatically and unfairly favouring products from Amazon or 

distributed by Amazon for the Buy Box. This made it essential for sellers to pay for FBA 

to get visibility and sales.58 

Figure 6. 
Amazon product page with Buy Box highlighted 

The Italian investigation argued that the link between FBA, Prime, and the Buy Box 

allowed Amazon to push logistics services on to sellers. This was despite sellers per-

ceiving the service to be “expensive compared to other logistics solutions and prob-

lematic”, according to Amazon documents quoted in the report.59 

Amazon disputes the conclusions from both investigations. It is currently in court 

against the Italian decision, and while it has proposed a settlement with the EU it still 

refutes the charges. The company has responded to SOMO saying: “FBA is a completely 

optional services – sellers can choose to fulfil orders themselves, or use the service we 

provide. FBA is a choice that many sellers select because it provides a great value in be-

ing a fast and cost-efficient fulfilment channel. FBA includes many services that make 

life easier for sellers, such as inventory management, returns and customer service 

support. Fulfilment by Amazon - where we store, pick, pack, ship, and provide cus-

tomer service for products enrolled - remains an average of 30% less expensive than 

standard-shipping methods offered by other major third-party logistics providers, and 

an average of 70% less expensive than comparable two-day shipping alternatives”.

Customers are only shown this seller as the default offer 
for a specific product, in this case a monopoly game.
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From organic search to retail media leader
The other crucial charge for sellers is advertising. For William,60 a UK jewellery seller, 

when it comes to the costs of selling on Amazon, his main concern is advertising, or 

how to ensure his listing is actually seen. 

In past years, Amazon’s results page has changed to show more ads relative to organic 

results that would have been based on ranking by quality, price, and relevance.61 Even 

features such as “Products related to this item” and “Customers frequently viewed” 

have been made into sponsored content. 

Searching for a cat toy on Amazon Germany, for instance, we found 67 results on the 

first page on a desktop PC, of which nearly a quarter were sponsored. All the sponsored 

results were from independent sellers. Amazon UK, Amazon Italy, Amazon Spain, and 

Amazon France all showed similar results.62 Ranking on the first page of search results 

is crucial for sellers, as buyers will mostly limit their search to the first page.63

Advertising on Amazon doesn’t have a fixed price; it is set by an auction for keywords. 

As more and more sellers and other business clients bid for a specific keyword, it be-

comes more expensive.64 Diederik, who started using the platform in 2012 to sell im-

ported cotton clothes, told us he has seen immense price increases for advertising over 

this period. 

According to market research company Jungle Scout’s survey of Amazon sellers, more 

than half are concerned about the rising costs and fees, for example mentioning “in-

creasing ad costs on Amazon” and that Amazon changes “search results to favour paid 

results over organic results”.65 

A UK retailer told SOMO that sellers are incentivised to keep spending on advertising 

services to maintain the visibility for their products:

“You’re forced to keep buying ads, so that you keep 
the velocity up, so the algorithm keeps showing your 
product. Like a hamster on a wheel, you have to just 
keep going. As soon as you slow the pace, then they’ll 
just go your competitor. But if you get it right, then 
good.”

An Amazon spokesperson commented: “Advertising is an integral part of retail; big 

and small retailers alike advertise or promote products in both their physical and on-

line stores. Just like other retailers, we sell advertising in our store and ads have been 

part of the Amazon shopping experience for over a decade. Businesses that sell in our 

store decide if advertising makes sense for their company, try it and determine if it 

provides a good ROI [return on investment]. They may use it at different stages of their 

company’s growth or product portfolio.” 
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Thomas Höppner, competition lawyer at Hausfield, a law firm working in the US and 

EU, who has represented complainants against Amazon in the EU, commented:

“The need for sellers to spend more and more on advertising to remain findable on the 

Amazon marketplace suggests that Amazon ‘plays off’ such sellers against each other: 

Amazon provides them the option to appear above their rivals – if they are prepared 

to pay Amazon a premium for this top ranking. This way Amazon extracts even more 

rent from sellers.”

“Low risk, high reward” for Amazon is how a marketing consultant specialising in 

Amazon marketplaces described Amazon’s advertising model66. The California Attor-

ney General argues that this shift into sponsored results is part of Amazon’s campaign 

to “unleash monetization” by pushing sellers to pay another charge to be visible to 

buyers.67

In 2022, Amazon reported that its advertising business brought in US$ 37.7 billion 

globally.68 Amazon started reporting separate income from advertising only in 2021 

and is now widely seen as one of the leading digital advertising companies worldwide 

– surpassed only by Google, Facebook, Alibaba, and TikTok.69 Analysts are now dis-

cussing the emergence of a distinct market, retail media networks dedicated to placing 

sponsored results in online shopping searches. Amazon is a leader in this category.70 

Slotting, not advertising
Stacy Mitchel, Co-Director of the Institute for Local Self-Reliance, based in the US, and 

author of Amazon’s Toll Road,71 argues that sponsored results are better understood as 

slotting charges rather than advertising, akin to supermarket chains charging produc-

ers and suppliers a fee for prime shelf position. 

Slotting charges in food and agricultural products are a regulated activity under the 

EU’s Directive 2019/633 on unfair trading practices in business-to-business relation-

ships. Under this framework, such charges are to be forbidden unless there is clear and 

unambiguous prior agreement between the parties. Considering Amazon’s immense 

size, the sellers’ perception that they have to be on it to access online shoppers, and 

the strong impact of design choices in shaping shoppers’ experiences, it is doubtful 

that agreement would be sufficient to limit the negative impact of slotting practices. 

The company’s plunge into sponsored results is also at the expense of buyers, as search 

results become less accurate. Evidence put forward by the California Attorney General, 

in an ongoing lawsuit against Amazon in the US, showed that the company is aware 

consumers dislike this move and that it has wider impacts. Internal memos, for in-

stance, reveal the Amazon chief economist directly complained that the ads “reduce 

selection, are not relevant to the customer’s search, and/or lead to increases in pric-

es”.72 

This is also a sign of market power over buyers for whom the shopping experience 

will be worse – but because of Amazon’s power, they have little choice but to ac-

cept this. Cory Doctorow observed this process across Big Tech firms: once a platform 

has achieved entrenched market power, it can stop focusing on providing value for 

end-users so that it can extract as much rent as possible.73 
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In spite of Amazon’s fast advertising growth, Amazon’s advertising practices have so 

far not been probed by European competition authorities. 

A necessary evil 
Amazon frames its relationship with sellers, and especially small and medium sized 

businesses, as a partnership where both parties are “stronger together”.74 But the 

growing number of competition investigations across Europe and testimony from sell-

ers paint a different picture. A UK seller told us: “Amazon are no friend of the small 

business in my view but are a necessary evil.”

Sellers we spoke with thought they had to be on Amazon because of its immense share 

of the online shopping market. This was in spite of the many problems they saw with 

the service: poor communication and lack of support; automated decisions that delisted 

a product without reason and without replying to questions or requests from the seller; 

the returns policy that leaves sellers exposed to fraud (according to one seller returns 

on Amazon are four to five times higher than on its own website); Amazon’s influence 

over pricing; and, of course, Amazon’s unfair competition with sellers through either 

using their data to develop competing products or preferencing its own products for 

the Buy Box. 

Three problems were particularly salient in these sellers’ experience that should be 

further investigated by competition authorities: 

Automated decisions to delist and block worsened by lack of seller 
support

The sellers we spoke with referenced a lack of customer support from Amazon. A Ger-

man seller of coffee machines described the situation as a “catastrophe”. This can be 

especially problematic when sellers see their products being delisted or blocked entire-

ly, often through what seems to be an incorrect automated decision. 

Lewis75 has been selling domestic appliances and parts for repair on Amazon’s market-

place for 12 years. During this time, they had their account suspended five or six time 

for no discernible reason. When this happened, they had “no money coming in through 

Amazon, and it’s a massive impact on business”. 

Sellers who spoke with us explained that resolving product suspensions can take 

weeks. According to Jungle Scout, a consultancy company advising Amazon sellers, 

Amazon tends to be “vague” when blocking, suspending, or suppressing products; and 

to reverse suspension, sellers might have to guess why it happened in the first place.76 

Automatic blocks on products with little to no explanation can have an immense im-

pact on sellers, especially if Amazon is their main distribution channel.

Two sellers we spoke with said they had paid extra to Amazon to have access to a 

marketplace consultant. But at times even such consultants don’t seem able to provide 

information on or explanations for Amazon’s actions. 

This underlines one of the overriding concerns for sellers: the risk of having their 

account automatically suspended. According to Diederik, the former seller turned con-
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sultant, if that happens, “you have very little chance of doing anything about it”.

An Amazon spokesperson told SOMO: “We strive for clarity in our policies and com-

munications so that sellers know how to address any issues. We have an appeal process 

in place and they can contact us directly via a ‘contact us’ link on the Account Health 

Dashboard and our Seller Support team available 24/7 via e-mail, phone, and chat. If a 

concern regarding a selling account is not resolved through our standard channels, the 

selling partner might still be eligible for mediation by an impartial third party who will 

work to facilitate dispute resolution. Prior to this, we will review the case again and try 

to resolve it where possible. We provide public facing information about this process 

on Seller Central.”

Amazon’s conflicting roles and data advantages

Another issue sellers raised was the result of Amazon’s multiple – and conflicting – 

roles in the marketplace. 

A seller told us that they have habitually seen that, once a product picks up sales, Am-

azon starts selling its own version under the Amazon Basics brand. For this seller it 

was clear that Amazon was using the seller’s own data to copy their products. Amazon 

then started selling an identical product at a lower price, and at times even promoted 

it under the seller’s original posting. 

Sellers are also concerned about the data that Amazon – often their competitor – has 

access to about their operations. This can be as detailed as getting ’information about 

suppliers, raw costs, and retail margins. Sellers are worried Amazon can and does use 

this information for its own retail arm. 

Amazon has been repeatedly accused of using sellers’ confidential data to compete 

against them. Reuters, for instance, had access to internal Amazon documents that 

showed its India team put in place a deliberate strategy to use internal data from sellers 

to copy their products.77 

And sellers’ concerns are shared by the European Commission. The Commission has 

made a preliminary finding that Amazon has used non-public seller data to start or end 

sales of a product, set its own retail prices, manage its inventory, and identify sellers it 

invites to become Amazon vendors. The Commission reports this as happening mostly 

via automated processes, yet it also points out that every Amazon employee in both its 

marketplace and its retail arm have access to sellers’ information.78 

In the Commission’s view, Amazon’s use of sellers’ data has created a “structur-

al competitive advantage for Amazon Retail” that violates the EU’s fair competition 

rules.79 Sellers are effectively shouldering the costs of experimenting with new product 

lines, yet Amazon can benefit from their experience at no cost. This has had immense 

impacts on sellers, as the Commission found that it “appears that third-party sellers 

typically exit the market when Amazon Retail enters”.80

Amazon rejects the findings from the Commission. But in its settlement it has prom-

ised that, in the EU, “its retail business will not use non-public seller data to compete 

with sellers, while ensuring Amazon can continue to run the Amazon Store efficiently 

and effectively for both customers and sellers”.81
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Monitoring and enforcement of this commitment will be crucial. As SOMO, the Bal-

anced Economy Project, and the Open Markets Institute commented at the time, the 

settlement still leaves Amazon in the driving seat to decide what is public and what is 

non-public data.82

Price monitoring and control

One UK-based seller described facing a particularly concerning problem: price controls 

and a seller’s ability to set their own prices. At the time we spoke, the seller had 45 

products blocked because Amazon considered them too expensive.

Once this happens, sellers see a message reading “high pricing error”, referring back 

to Amazon’s own fair pricing policy and suggesting the seller change the “price(s) 

using the provided reference price(s)”. Reference prices are created by Amazon itself 

with little transparency, except that the fair pricing policy says that Amazon “regularly 

monitors the prices of items” and compares them to “prices offered on or off Amazon”.

It is unclear where Amazon monitors prices or compares prices to. According to the UK 

seller we spoke with, Amazon’s suggested price can be unrealistic and sometimes low-

er than what the seller pays Amazon to list and deliver the product. Once this happens, 

virtually no information is given to the seller, even by the marketplace consultant they 

pay extra to get support. 

The lack of clarity seems to be intentional. According to recent disclosures from a 

lawsuit brought against Amazon by the California Attorney General, an Amazon rep-

resentative working on seller pricing stated, under oath, that Amazon “deliberately 

provid[es] limited information” about its pricing decisions. The California Attorney 

General argues that this “obfuscation helps Amazon send its message that it is moni-

toring all website prices, everywhere, all the time – and that to stay in compliance with 

their price parity agreements, sellers must keep all of those prices the same or higher 

than their on-Amazon prices”.83 

When asked about its pricing policies, an Amazon spokesperson told SOMO: “Selling 

partners set their own prices in our store, and our contractual clauses do not prevent 

this. We have policies to help ensure selling partners are pricing their products com-

petitively, including the Amazon Marketplace Fair Pricing Policy. This policy ensures 

that only compelling offers are featured in our store and prohibits pricing practices 

that harm customer trust. We continuously compare the prices submitted by our sell-

ing partners with current and historic prices inside and outside our store to determine 

if prices are competitive.” 

Recent disclosed evidence from the California lawsuit, however, showed that, inter-

nally, Amazon admitted that “the suppression we are doing of non-price-competitive 

buyboxes for sellers . . . has little impact on lowering prices but does . . . protect our 

price perception”.84 

One crucial implication of this would be that Amazon is forcing sellers to either absorb 

the entirety of its constantly increasing fees or raise prices for consumers – including 
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outside Amazon. This would mean that Amazon is able to charge high fees yet insulate 

itself from price competition. At the same time, its actions might be artificially inflat-

ing prices across the market in an invisible manner.85 

Via its automated pricing controls, Amazon seems to be reproducing the previously 

forbidden “price parity clauses” that prevented sellers from selling their products at a 

cheaper price outside of Amazon. In 2013, the German competition authority found that 

these clauses amounted to “horizontal price-fixing” that increased prices for consum-

ers across e-commerce sites and prevented competition from other marketplaces.86 As 

a result , Amazon was forced to remove this clause across the EU and the UK.87

Amazon’s price controls are again under investigation in Germany.88 

Competition investigations across Europe
In spite of their fears and increasing costs, the sellers SOMO spoke with will continue 

selling on Amazon as they think the platform will continue growing and will remain 

the main port of call for consumers. 

A survey from the Italian competition authority found that a third of independent sell-

ers using e-commerce platforms would continue using marketplace services even if 

the price for the services were to significantly increase. Importantly, the group of sell-

ers that stated they would continue using the services were responsible for 63 per cent 

of the total revenue made by sellers on e-commerce. According to the authority, this 

points to a lack of real alternatives in the market.89 
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Amazon has such market power in European countries that sellers looking for a mar-

ketplace have no alternative. They stay on the website even when the costs increase 

and in spite of the quality of the service. In other words, Amazon holds entrenched 

monopoly power. 

This has put Amazon in the crosshairs of competition authorities all over Europe (UK,90 

Italy,91 Germany,92 and the EU: Table 5).

Table 5.
Amazon competition investigations in the EU

At EU level, Amazon has just settled with the European Commission to finish two dif-

ferent investigations. One followed the lead from the Italian case looking into how 

Amazon unfairly favoured its own products and pushed sellers to subscribe to FBA via 

the Prime programme and the Buy Box.93 The other looked at how Amazon was using 

non-public seller data to develop its own retail products.94 

These settlements introduce many positive developments. They could, for instance, 

finally prevent Amazon from tying-in FBA services with access to Prime buyers and 

prevent Amazon from using sellers’ data. Yet there are many open questions as to how 

this will be implemented and regarding the ability of regulators and users to monitor 

the application. 

Lead 

Bundeskartellamt 
(German competi-
tion authority) 

CMA

Bundeskartellamt

AGCM (Italian 
competition 
authority)

DG Competition (EU)

AGCM

DG Competition

Bundeskartellamt

Bundeskartellamt

Bundeskartellamt

CMA (UK 
Competition and 
Markets Authority)

Class action (UK)

Activity concerned

Price parity clauses for sellers 
EU-wide

Price parity clauses for sellers 
EU-wide

Abuse of dominance regarding 
sellers 

Self-preferencing in Buy Box and 
Prime programme

Use of sellers’ data

Exclusivity agreement with Apple

Self-preferencing in Buy Box and 
Prime programme

New rules for large digital 
companies

Automated control of sellers’ 
prices

Exclusivity agreements

Use of sellers’ data, criteria for the 
Buy Box and Prime

Self-preferencing in Buy Box

Status 

Closed

Closed

Closed

Appeal ongoing

Closed

Annulled by court

Closed

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Year

2013

2012–2013

2018–2019

2019–2021

2019–2022

2020–2021

2020–2022

2022–

2022–

2022–

2022–

2022–

Result

Amazon had to drop price parity 
clauses from sellers’ contracts 
across the EU

Changing terms of business for 
sellers worldwide

Changing terms of business for 
sellers worldwide

Fined € 1.128 billion and forced to 
immediately stop these practices 

Settlement: Amazon commits to 
not using non-public seller data

Fined € 68.7 million 

Settlement. Amazon to ensure 
equal access to Prime pro-
gramme and Buy Box at EU level

Amazon labelled a firm of para-
mount significance
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SOMO, the Balanced Economy Project, and others have warned that Amazon’s offered 

commitments “are too weak, vague and full of loopholes”.95

Amazon firmly disputes the competition authorities’ findings and has taken to the 

courts to push back against them.96 Even in the settlement with the EU, Amazon rejects 

the Commission’s assessment.97 

The UK’s Competition and Markets Authority is currently working on a similar inves-

tigation. In Germany, the competition authority has labelled Amazon a company of 

paramount significance for competition across markets and is currently investigating 

its pricing policies.98 

The mounting investigations and fines indicate that competition authorities across 

Europe are aware that there is a problem with Amazon’s marketplace. However, there 

has not yet been a definitive solution. Höppner has commented: “Thus far antitrust 

law enforcement in Europe was not particularly effective. One of the reasons is that 

various authorities only looked at particular individual issues and approached them 

on a ‘case-by-case’ basis. By the time one identified problem was seemingly solved, 

Amazon had long made amendments elsewhere with the same effect. We require a 

more holistic approach that considers the entire Amazon ecosystem and the various 

interdependencies within.”

With the upcoming implementation of the EU’s Digital Markets Act, the company will 

likely be designated as a gatekeeper: a company with “significant impact” and en-

trenched dominant position that acts as a “gateway” for businesses to reach end-us-

ers.99 As a gatekeeper, Amazon will have to follow new rules regarding how it inter-

acts with its business users including allowing sellers to offer their products on other 

marketplaces at different prices (Article 5.3), not obliging business users to pay for 

one of its services in order to use its platform (Article 5.8), limiting the way Amazon 

uses non-public seller data to compete with them (Article 6.2), and preventing Am-

azon from giving top billing in search results to its own products or sellers that have 

acquired extra Amazon services (Article 6.5). 

While achieving some improvements for sellers, the Digital Markets Act and the so 

far concluded investigations still do not address sellers’ lock-in to the platform, their 

limited power vis-à-vis the tech giant, or the inherent conflicts of interest arising 

from Amazon’s role as intermediary, service provider, and competitor to retailers. It is 

also concerning that the company might be using its automated systems to circumvent 

previous competition rulings, as seen with the price parity clause case.

Some of the sellers we spoke with are looking for more structural solutions. Diederik, 

for instance, told us: 

“If I could wish something, I will say [that] Amazon has to be 
split up into two corporations. Different corporations. One is the 
platform and the other is the seller. But I don’t know if there is 
any chance. It is simply not fair.”
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Recommendations

Amazon enjoys monopoly power in Europe that allows it to 
squeeze sellers with excessive fees and force them to buy 
additional services. 

Amazon’s immense profits are in a sense the flipside of large swaths of EU and UK 

businesses being forced to scratch a living under heavy competitive pressure. Among 

other things, this gives Amazon an enormous war chest to lobby to preserve its privi-

leges,100 which independent businesses with squashed margins cannot afford.

Small and medium-sized businesses across Europe, alongside local commerce and us-

ers, need to be protected from such outsized power. In Europe so far, the approach has 

been to tackle each problem individually by imposing hard-to-monitor and hard-to-

enforce behavioural remedies. Competition authorities have been trying to treat the 

symptoms rather than fixing the problem: Amazon’s monopoly power. 

It is time to adopt a structural and holistic response. This will require that competition 

authorities and policymakers: 

• Overhaul their approach to antitrust enforcement: move beyond the consumer 

welfare standard, prioritise investigations into exploitative abuses, and tackle 

the root of market power by putting structural remedies back in play and using 

merger control to prevent market dominance from happening in the first place.101

• Investigate Amazon’s structure and the conflicts of interest at the centre of its 

business model. To tackle its monopoly power once and for all, authorities should 

either strictly regulate Amazon as a public utility or break up its different busi-

nesses to prevent the conflicts of interest between its role as a platform interme-

diary, seller, and service provider. 

• At the very least, start probing Amazon’s fair pricing policy and its impact on 

prices on and off the platform; Amazon’s sponsored search results and the im-

pact they have on sellers and prices; and the impact of Amazon’s growing fees on 

prices across the economy. 

• Implement recently agreed policies like the Digital Markets Act in a bold way. 

This will require that the authorities overseeing these policies are well resourced, 

have in place measures to prevent regulatory capture, and take active stances 

towards how Amazon has to change the way it works in order to comply with re-

quirements, especially when it comes to pricing controls and the use of business 

users’ data. 
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• Force Amazon to publicly explain its automated systems, including in relation to 

price monitoring, awarding the Buy Box, and advertising. Many of Amazon’s busi-

ness practices are covered by a veil of secrecy that prevents users, civil society, the 

media, and academics from investigating the company fully and identifying un-

fair behaviour. Creating public accountability will be essential to ensure Amazon’s 

compliance. 

In addition, we need to think beyond limiting Amazon’s power. With the growing fo-

cus on the digital transition, we need to ensure that the economy that is being built is 

sustainable, fair, democratic, and pluralistic. As a first step, this requires that we move 

away from the current model of excessive market power wielded by a few corporate ac-

tors like Amazon. It also means that alternative models need to be developed. European 

policymakers can jumpstart this by prioritising value-led innovation and investing in 

the digital commons and public digital infrastructure102. 

Only this way can we ensure that the promise of an empowering and fair digital tran-

sition is achieved. 
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